
NAME OF THE RESOLUTION “HIM OUT” 

1 The data related to the violence between the domestic walls are very poor and 

according to a real estimate, they represent only the tip of a huge iceberg 

2 The reasons lie mainly in the fear that a possible denunciation will lead to 

greater violence and lack of trust to the Public Institution to which one turns to 

ask for help 

3 In the best of cases, the anti-violence centre offers safe accommodation to 

women  that are victims of violence and minor children 

4 The accommodation in sheltered structures has obviously limitations: i.e. co-

habitation with other women with similar problems (not always “happy one), 

loss of family  environments and children destabilization that lose their 

horizons 

5 Meanwhile him, the author of violence, is on the loose, going on living in the 

common house, sending out message to the woman residing in the Centre, 

celebrating the pleasure of a newfound freedom of action 

6 Procedure to establish responsibilities to the author of violence, always takes a 

lot of time and this delay can rightly be considered a further form of violence 

against women 

 

RATIONALE 

Considered that The Italian Civil and Penal Code already include legal rules and 

norms that can be applied in  support of women and children involved  in acts 

of violence (confirmed by the Judge legal notes) 

 

WE STRONGLY DEMAND 

- To carefully consider  the real possibility removing him from the family 

home applying the law as mentioned under Rationale 

- Consider to put him under control using, for example, an electronic 

bracelet  

- Consider that Is him that has to leave the common house at least until the 

facts will be clarified, and live in a community sharing space with other 

men authors of violence, where 

- He can get some support should he decide to redeem 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Putting him out of the common home would represent for women victims of 

violence a better life standard by reducing at the same time, the children 

trauma. 

The Authorities can also provide domicile check ensuring that safety 

procedures are respected. 


